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GOOGLE PIXEL COLLECTS 20 TIMES MORE DATA
THAN IPHONE, STUDY SAYS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

Google Pixel collects 20 times more data than iPhone   | Photo Credit: Reuters

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

During first 10 minutes of startup, Pixel handset sends about a megabyte of data to Google. But
iPhone sends only 42KB of data to Apple when the phone boots up, according to a study by
Trinity College Dublin.

Both iOS and Android share data with Apple and Google respectively every 4.5 minutes on an
average, even when the handset is idle, minimally configured or the user has opted out of this.

Private information like the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) of the phone, SIM
serial number, handset phone number are also shared with Apple and Google.

The IMEI is an unique identification number for the handset that can be used to block it.

iOS sends the MAC addresses and GPS location of even the nearby devices like other handsets
and the home gateway, to Apple.

This can allow linking of devices in the same network like in the same household, office or shop.

What can be the problems ?

The collection of data by the two tech giants raises some concerns as the device data can be
linked to other data sources. Once a user logs in, the device data will get linked to user's
personal details like name, email, credit card.

It can also link other devices owned by the user and fetch information like shopping and web
browsing history.

The study also observed some of the pre-installed apps or services to make network
connections, despite never being opened.

On iOS these include Siri, Safari and iCloud while on Android these include Youtube, Chrome,
Google Docs, Safetyhub, Google Messaging, the Clock and the Google Search Bar.

Also Read | Study finds several mobile apps leak crucial user data

Every time a handset connects with a back-end server it reveals the handset IP address,
allowing Apple and Google to track the user's location.

Please enter a valid email address.

Data from research firm IDC showed Apple's shipments surged 22% to a record 90.1 million
phones in the quarter, giving it global market share of 23.4%.
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A contest among Wyoming schoolchildren will decide the new supercomputer's name.
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